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 An Infinite Highly Arc-transitive Digraph
 D AVID M . E VANS
 1 .  I NTRODUCTION
 The main purpose of this note is to construct an infinite , highly arc-transitive digraph
 with finite out-valency , and with out-spread greater than 1 , which does not have the
 two-way infinite path  Z  as a homomorphic image . This answers Question 3 . 8 in the
 paper [3] of Cameron , Praeger and Wormald . Our digraph has infinite in-valency . By a
 result of Praeger (see [5]) , a connected , vertex- and edge-transitive digraph with finite ,
 but dif fering in- and out-valencies has  Z  as a homomorphic image . In the final section
 of the paper , we give a new proof of this result which emerged from discussions with
 Peter Cameron . The novelty of our approach here is that it uses the existence of Haar
 measure on the automorphism group of such a digraph . Of course , it should be stressed
 that Praeger’s original proof of her result is completely elementary , but it is possible
 that our approach may have further applications . The question of whether there is an
 infinite , highly arc-transitive digraph with finite (and equal) in- and out-valencies , with
 out-spread greater than 1 , and not having  Z  as a homomorphic image remains open .
 First , for convenience , we review briefly the necessary definitions from [3] and
 introduce some notation .
 We work throughout with digraphs (i . e . directed graphs)  k A ,  5 l .  Thus ,  5  is an
 anti-symmetric , irreflexive binary relation on  A .  If  a  P  A ,  then  a  5  5  h b  P  A :  a  5  b j .  If
 s  P  N , an  s -arc is a sequence ( a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a s 1 1 ) with  a i  5  a i 1 1 for  i  <  s .  We denote by  a é s
 the vertices of  A  that can be reached from  a  by  s -arcs , and  a  é  5  ! s P N  a  é s .  The digraph
 is  highly arc transiti y  e  if its automorphism group is transitive on  s -arcs , for all  s  P  N .
 The following definition is taken from [3 , Definition 3 . 1] .
 D EFINITION 1 . 1 .  (a) The digraph  Z  is defined as the digraph with vertex set  Z , the
 integers , and edge set the pairs ( n ,  n  1  1) ,  for  n  P  Z .
 (b)  A digraph  k A ,  5 l  has  property Z  if there is a digraph epimorphism from  A  to  Z .
 R EMARK .  For connected  A ,  property  Z  is equivalent to the condition that any
 closed path in the underlying graph of  A  has as many forward edges as backward edges
 (cf . [3]) .
 Suppose that the vertex-transitive digraph  k A ,  5 l  has finite out-valency  d .  Then , for
 every  s  P  N  and  a  P  A ,  we have  p s  5  u a  é s u  <  d s .  Thus we may define the  out - spread  of
 the digraph to be
 lim  sup s 5 `  (  p s )
 1/ s .
 In [3] , Cameron , Praeger and Wormald prove the following :
 T HEOREM 1 . 2 [3 , Theorem 3 . 6] .  Let A be an infinite , connected highly arc - transiti y  e
 digraph with finite out - y  alency , and with out - spread  1 . Then A has property Z .
 In contrast to this , in the next section (Theorem 2 . 6) we construct an example of a
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 connected , highly arc-transitive digraph with out-valency and out-spread 2 which does
 not have property  Z .  This answers Question 3 . 8 of [3] .
 2 .  C ONSTRUCTION OF A  D IGRAPH
 Let  k T ,  5 l  be the descending binary tree of height  v .  So  T  5  2 , v  (i . e . finite
 sequences of 0’s and 1’s) and  a  5  b  if f  b  5  a 0 or  a 1 .  In the following we say that a
 digraph  k A ,  5 l  is  finitely generated  if there exist  a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a n  in  A  such that  A  5  ! n i 5 1  a é i  ,
 or if  A  5  [ .
 D EFINITION 2 . 1 .  Let  #  be the class of digraphs  k A ,  5 l  such that :
 (1) for every  a  P  A , a é  is isomorphic to  T  ;
 (2)  A  is finitely generated ;
 (3)  if  a , b  P  A ,  then  a  é  >  b é  is finitely generated .
 If  A  P  # ,  then there is a unique smallest set  a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a n  with  A  5  ! n i 5 1  a é i  ,  which we
 will denote by max( A ) .  Indeed , if we write  a  ,  b  to indicate that  a  P  b é ,  then (1) of
 the above definition implies that  ,  is a partial ordering on  A .  Now , max( A ) just
 consists of the maximal elements of  A  with respect to this partial ordering .
 We note that a finite digraph  B  is embeddable in an element of  #  if f  b é  is
 embeddable in  T ,  for every  b  P  B  (without loss , we can assume that all out-valencies in
 B  are 0 or 2 , and then the embedding can be achieved by attaching a copy of  T  to each
 vertex of  B  which is minimal with respect to the above partial ordering) .
 Suppose that  A  is a digraph . We say that  X  Ô  A  is  independent  if for every pair of
 distinct  a , b  P  X  we have  a é  >  b é  5  [ .
 D EFINITION 2 . 2 .  Suppose that  A  P  #  and that  a#  5  ( a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a n ) and  b #  5  ( b 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  b n )
 are independent subsets of  A  and  T  respectively . Define the  free join  of  A  and  T  over  a#
 and  b #   as follows , and denote it by ( A ,  a#  )  p  ( T ,  b #  ) .  By independence , both  a#  é  and  b #  é
 are isomorphic to the disjoint union of  n  copies of  T ,  so there is an isomorphism from
 a#  é  to  b #  é  which takes  a i  to  b i  ,  for  i  <  n .  Use this isomorphism to identify  a#  é  and  b #  é ,
 and let ( A ,  a#  )  p  ( T ,  b #  ) have vertex set the disjoint union of  A  and  T  over  a#  é  5  b #  é ,  and
 edge set the union of the edge sets of  A  and  T .
 L EMMA 2 . 3 .  (1)  The isomorphism type of  ( A ,  a#  )  p  ( T ,  b #  )  is independent of the choice
 of isomorphism from a #  é  to b #  é .
 (2)  ( A ,  a#  )  p  ( T ,  b #  )  P  # .
 P ROOF .  (1) This follows from the fact that any automorphism of  b #  é  which fixes
 each  b i  extends to an automorphism of  T .
 (2)  This is clear .  h
 In the following , by a  finitely generated subdigraph  of a digraph  D  we mean the full
 induced subdigraph on a subset of  D  of the form  ! m i 5 1  d é i   for some  d 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  d m  P  D
 (and we also allow the empty set) .
 T HEOREM 2 . 4 .  There exists a countably infinite diagraph D with the following
 properties :
 D1  the set of isomorphism types of finitely generated subdigraphs of D is precisely  # ;
 D2  for e y  ery finitely generated subdigraph A of D and independent subsets a #  5
 ( a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a n ) of A and b #  5  ( b 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  b n )  of T there exists an embedding of digraphs
 f  :  ( A ,  a#  )  p  ( T ,  b #  )  5  D ,
 which is the identity on A .
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 P ROOF .  We first construct a sequence of digraphs in  # ,
 D 1  Õ  D 2  Õ  .  .  .  ,
 such that :
 (1)  D 1  5  T  ;
 (2)  for every  i  and every finite independent set  a 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  a n  in  D i  ,  and every independent
 set  b 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  b n  in  T  there exists  j  >  i  and  a  P  D j  ,  and an isomorphism
 f  :  ( D i  ,  a#  )  p  ( T ,  b #  )  5  D i  <  a é ,
 which is the identity on  D i  and which takes the maximal element of  T  to  a .
 To do this , first take a bijection  É  :  N  5  N 2 such that if  É  ( n )  5  ( x ,  y ) then  n  >  x ,  y .
 Suppose that we have constructed  D i .  List as (  p i , j :  j  P  N ) all pairs ( a#  ,  b #  ) ,  where  a#   and  b #
 are  m -tuples of independent elements of  D i  and  T  respectively , for all  m  (note that
 there are only countably many such pairs) . To construct  D i 1 1 we take the pair
 p k ,l  5  ( a#  ,  b #  )  from our lists , where  É  ( i )  5  ( k ,  l ) and using Lemma 2 . 3 we form the free
 join of  D i  and  T  over  a#   and  b #  .  This gives us  D i 1 1 .
 Now let  D  5  ! i , v  D i .  Then , of course ,  D  is countable and satisfies Definition 2 . 1(1)
 and (3) . So any finitely generated subdigraph is in  # .  Moreover ,  D2  follows from (2)
 above . It is now easy to show that any  A  P  #  is isomorphic to some subdigraph of  D  by
 using , for example ,  D2  and induction on  u max( A ) u .  h
 We now show that  D  constructed in Theorem 2 . 4 is highly arc-transitive . Let  ¸   be
 the set of finitely generated subdigraphs of  D  and let  P  be the set of isomorphisms
 between elements of  ¸  .
 L EMMA 2 . 5 .  Any element of  P  extends to an automorphism of D .
 P ROOF .  Let  pi  P  P  have domain  a#  é  and let  a  P  D .  By a back-and-forth argument
 and the fact that  D  is countable , it will suf fice to show that there exists  b  P  D  and
 pi  9  Ò  pi  in  P  with ( a ,  b )  P  pi  9 .  Clearly , we may assume that  a  is not in the domain of  pi .
 Consider  a é  >  a#  é .  By Definition 2 . 1(3) , there exist  c 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  c m  such that
 a  é  >  a#  é  5  c  é 1  <  .  .  .  <  c
 é
 m  .
 As  a é  is isomorphic to  T ,  if we choose  m  as small as possible , the  c 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  c m  will be
 independent , and  a é  >  a#  é  is the free join of  a é  over ( c 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  c m ) .  The existence of  b
 and  pi  9 now follows from property  D2  in Theorem 2 . 4 .  h
 The following answers Question 3 . 8 of [3] .
 T HEOREM 2 . 6 .  The graph D in Theorem  2 . 4  is highly arc transiti y  e , has out - spread  2 ,
 and does not ha y  e the two - way infinite path Z as a homomorphic image .
 P ROOF .  As  a é  is isomorphic to  T ,  our graph has outspread 2 . Lemma 2 . 5 implies
 that  D  is transitive on  s -arcs for all  s  P  N . An infinite diagraph  G  has the two-way
 infinite path as a homomorphic image if f any circular walk in  G  contains as many
 forward edges as backward edges . So the observation that  D  embeds the digraph
 kh a ,  b ,  c ,  d ,  e j ,  h ( a ,  b ) ,  ( a ,  c ) ,  ( c ,  d ) ,  ( e ,  b ) ,  ( e ,  d ) jl
 finishes the proof .  h
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 R EMARKS .  (1) It seems clear that we can achieve any integer  n  >  2 as out-spread in
 Theorem 2 . 6 , simply by replacing our binary tree  T  by an  n -valent tree .
 (2)  The argument in Lemma 2 . 5 shows that any two countable digraphs with
 properties  D1  and  D2  are isomorphic . The ‘forth’ part of the argument shows that any
 countable digraph  E  having the property that all its finitely generated subdigraphs are
 in  #  can be embedded in  D .
 (3)  It is not the case that any isomorphism between connected finite sub-digraphs  B 1
 and  B 2 can be extended to an automorphism of  D .  Take  B 1 and  B 2 to be copies of the
 graph :
 1  6  2  5  3  5  4  6  5  6  6  5  7 ,
 where vertices 1 and 7 are independent in  B 1 but not in  B 2  .
 Let  G  be the automorphism group of  D .  We finish this section by investigating the
 G -invariant equivalence relations on  D .  It is clear that the relation  E n  on  D  given by
 E n ( a ,  b )  ↔  a
 é n  5  b é n
 is a  G -invariant equivalence relation on  D  and , indeed , by the construction of  D ,  it is
 non-trivial if  n  >  1 .  Furthermore ,  E n ( a ,  b ) implies that  E n 1 1 ( a ,  b ) ,  so the  E i ’s become
 coarser as  i  increases . Let  E v  5  ! i , v  E i .
 L EMMA 2 . 7 .  The relation E v  is the unique maximal proper G - in y  ariant equi y  alence
 relation on D .
 P ROOF .  We show that if  a , b  P  D  are not in the same  E n  class for any  n ,  then the
 graph  G  with edge set  hh ga ,  gb j :  g  P  G j  is connected . Thus , the only  G -invariant
 equivalence relation which has  a  and  b  in the same equivalence class is the equivalence
 relation with one equivalence class , and this suf ficies to prove the lemma .
 Case  1 .  Suppose that  a  and  b  are independent . If  c , d  P  D ,  then there exists  e  P  D
 independent from each of  c  and  d .  Thus , by Lemma 2 . 5 , ( a ,  b ) ,  ( c ,  e ) and ( d ,  e ) lie in
 the same  G -orbit . So there is a path of length 2 in  G  from  c  to  d .
 Case  2 .  Suppose that  b  P  a  é .  By Case 1 , it suf fices to show that if  c , d  P  D  are
 independent , then there exists  e  P  D  with ( e ,  c ) ,  ( e ,  d ) and ( a ,  b ) in the same  G -orbit .
 But this follows from Lemma 2 . 5 and property (2) in the construction of  D .
 Case  3  .  Suppose that  a  and  b  are not independent , and  b  ¸  a  é  and  a  ¸  b é .  Then at
 least one of  b é \ a  é  and  a é \ b é  is infinite . Without loss , assume that  b é \ a é  is infinite .
 By induction and Case 1 , it suf fices to show that there exists  c  P  D  such that ( b ,  c ) and
 ( b ,  a )  lie in the same  G -orbit and
 u max( a  é  >  c  é ) u  ,  u max( a  é  >  b é ) u .
 List max( a é  >  b é ) as  x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x r  and let  x 1 be chosen so that the arc from  b  to  x 1 is
 as long as possible . Note that  x 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  x r  are independent . There exists  y  P  b é \ a  é
 such that ( b ,  y 1  ,  x 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  x r ) and ( b ,  x 1  ,  x 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  x r ) are in the same  G -orbit (take  y 1
 in the same layer of  b é  as  x 1  ,  and independent from  x 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  x r ) .  There exists  c  P  D
 such that
 max( c é  >  b é )  5  y 1  ,  x 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  x r  .
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 By Lemma 2 . 5 , ( c ,  b ) and ( a ,  b ) are in the same  G -orbit and , by construction ,
 max  ( a é  >  c é )  5  h x 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  x r j ,  as required .  h
 R EMARK .  By Theorem 2 . 6 ,  G  acts primitively on the set of equivalence classes
 D  / E v  .  However , this has no non-trivial finite suborbits . Indeed , for any  a ,  there are
 (2 n )! / (2 n 2 1 )!(2 n  2  2 n 2 1 )!  possibilities for the  E n -class of  b  with  a 9  5  b  for some  a 9 with
 E n ( a ,  a 9 ) .  This is disappointing as we had originally hoped that our example would
 provide an answer to the following question of P . M . Neumann : Does there exist a
 primitive permutation group  G  on a set  Ω  such that for some orbit  O  on  Ω 2 , and any
 a  P  Ω ,  the set  h b  P  Ω : ( a ,  b )  P  O j  is finite , but  h b  P  Ω :  ( b ,  a )  P  O j  is infinite?
 3 .  L OCALLY C OMPACT A UTOMORPHISM G ROUPS
 Let  A  be any set , and suppose that  G  is a group of permutations of  A .  If  X  Ô  A ,  let
 G ( X  )  5  h g  P  G  :  gx  5  x ; x  P  X  j .  Let  7  be the set of unions of (left) cosets  gG ( X  ) ,  for
 finite subsets  X  of  A  and  g  P  G .  It is well-known (cf . [1 , Section 2 . 4]) that  7  is a
 topology on  G  which makes it into a Hausdorf f topological group . In this topology ,
 H  <  G  is an open subgroup if f  H  >  G ( X  ) for some finite  X  Ô  A .  Furthermore ,
 G  <  Sym( A ) ,  the full symmetric group on  A ,  is a closed subgroup of Sym( A ) if f  G  is
 the stabilizer of some collection of relations (of arbitrary arities) on  A .
 L EMMA 3 . 1 .  (1)  A closed subgroup G of  Sym( A )  is compact if f all G - orbits on A are
 finite .
 (2)  A closed subgroup G of  Sym( A )  is locally compact if f G ( X  )  is compact for some
 finite X  Ô  A .
 P ROOF .  (1) If  G  is compact , then for every  a  P  A  there are only finitely many cosets
 of  G a  in  G  (because each of these is open) . So  a  lies in a finite  G -orbit . Conversely , if
 all  G -orbits are finite then  G  is a closed subgroup of a direct product of finite groups ,
 namely the symmetric groups on the  G -orbits . Moreover , the permutation group
 topology coincides with the product topology in this direct product , so by Tychonof f’s
 theorem ,  G  is compact .
 (2)  One direction is clear , as any open subgroup is closed . For the other direction
 (which we shall not need) suppose that  G  is a locally compact subgroup of Sym( A ) .  So
 there is an open neighbourhood of 1 the closure of which is compact . Such a
 neighbourhood must contain  G ( X  ) for some finite  X .  This is closed , and so , as a closed
 subset of a compact set is compact ,  G ( X  ) is compact .  h
 After these preliminaries (which can be regarded as part of the folklore of infinite
 permutation group theory) , we can now give our proof of Praeger’s result ([6]) .
 T HEOREM 3 . 2 .  Suppose that  k A ,  5 l  is a connected digraph the automorphism group
 G of which is transiti y  e on the set of  y  ertices , and on the set of directed edges . Suppose
 further that A has finite in - y  alency p and finite out - y  alency q , and that p  ?  q . Then A
 has property Z .
 P ROOF .  Let  a  P  A .  By connectedness , any vertex of  A  is at finite distance from  A
 (in the underlying graph of  A ) ,  and by the finiteness of the valencies , there are only
 finitely many vertices at any particular distance from  A .  Thus all  G a -orbits on  A  are
 finite , and so  G  is locally compact . Thus (see , for example , [5]) , there is a left Haar
 measure  m  on  G .  So  m  is a non-trivial , countably additive Borel measure such that
 m  ( gK )  5  m  ( K )  for all Borel subsets  K  of  G ,  and  g  P  G .
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 Now note that by the opening remarks of the proof ,  A  is countable . Thus , for  a  P  A ,
 countable additivity implies that  m  ( G a )  ?  0 .  Let ( a ,  b ) be a directed edge . Then
 edge-transivity of  G  implies that  m  ( G a )  5  q m  ( G a b ) and  m  ( G b )  5  p m  ( G a b ) .  So  m  ( G a )  5
 r m  ( G b ) ,  where  r  5  q  / p .  It follows that if  a  and  c  are any two vertices , then
 m  ( G a )  5  r
 k m  ( G c ) ,  where  k  is the number of forward edges minus the number of
 backward edges in any path from  a  to  c .  As  r  ?  1 ,  this  k  depends only on  a  and  c .  In
 particular , in any closed path , the number of forward edges equals the number of
 backward edges and so  A  has property  Z .  h
 R EMARK .  A similar exposition of this material can be found in the paper [2] of
 Peter Cameron . Peter Neumann has drawn my attention to an earlier use of Haar
 measure to prove results on infinite permutation groups in the paper [7] by G .
 Schlichting . I also thank him for drawing my attention to the work of V . I . Trofimov [8]
 in which almost all of Section 3 here is implicit (and most of it explicit) , and for
 providing me with a copy of the unpublished notes of R . Mo ¨  ller [4] which gives a useful
 exposition of the work of Schlichting and Trofimov .
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